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INSIDE JOB

BY DANIEL LEHMAN
dan.lehman@backstage.com

“T he casting director is on the actor’s side, both 
selfishly and unselfishly,” says CD David Capa-
relliotis. “Selfishly, because I have to get my job 
done. I don’t want to have 20 actors come in and 

be terrible, so I don’t have anyone to bring to the director 
the next day. I’m only as good as the people I can bring in.”

Caparelliotis has become one of New 
York’s most successful casting directors 
by consistently finding the right actors for 
Broadway, Off-Broadway, and regional the-
ater productions. He won an Artios Award 
last year for casting “Good People,” starring 
Frances McDormand and Tate Donovan, 
and was nominated for three Artios Awards 
in 2010, for his work on “Fences,” “The 
Royal Family,” and “Lend Me a Tenor.” 

Prior to opening his casting office, Mel-
Cap Casting, with fellow CD Mele Nagler 
in the fall of 2007, Caparelliotis was a cast-
ing director for Manhattan Theatre Club 
for a decade. He continues to cast two to 
three shows for MTC each year as a cast-
ing consultant.

But Caparelliotis’ newest challenge is 
something of a first. He is casting rappers 
for an upcoming three-week developmental 
workshop of “Holler If Ya Hear Me,” a new 
musical inspired by and featuring the mu-
sic of the late hip-hop icon Tupac Shakur. 
If the project ends up on the Great White 
Way, it will be the first full-scale hip-hop 
production in Broadway history.

“I didn’t know anything about the subject matter,” Ca-
parelliotis says, “but the minute I started reading it I was 
completely intrigued and interested, and I could imag-
ine myself being immersed in this world for three or four 
months.” When he listened to Tupac’s music for the first 
time, the self-described “square white guy” became a fan: 

“For ‘Holler If Ya Hear Me,’ I’m going to be sitting and 
watching actors come in and do freestyle rap. I can think 
of nothing more exciting than that.”

At first Caparelliotis thought that acting was his passion. 
He studied theater and psychology at Sarah Lawrence Col-
lege, then pursued an acting career by waiting tables and 
performing in Off-Off-Broadway productions. After a few 
years, though, he felt trapped. When he did not get cast as 
an understudy in a certain production, he says, “I was not 

disappointed in the way that I should have 
been. They say if there’s anything else you 
can do besides acting, try it.”

He began working as an intern with 
casting director Nancy Piccione at Man-
hattan Theatre Club, where he was even-
tually hired as a casting associate and later 
promoted to casting director. 

Manhattan Theatre Club gave Caparel-
liotis many of the tools he would need to 
continue his climb. He met Nagler when 
both were interns at the company, then hired 
her as assistant to himself and Piccione a few 
years later. At the same time, Caparelliotis 
was developing relationships with writers, di-
rectors, and producers such as A.R. Gurney 
and Scott Rudin.

“Enough people knew me that it 
didn’t seem like I was completely out 
of my mind to leave and start my own 
company,” he says. Lynne Meadow, 
MTC’s artistic director, offered the 
theater as their first client. Rudin has been 
a returning customer, as well. MelCap cast 
his production of “Death of a Salesman,” 

which is on Broadway this season with direction by 
Mike Nichols.

MelCap’s many other current projects include Paul Weitz’s 
forthcoming “Lonely, I’m Not” for Second Stage Theatre, 
David Auburn’s new play “The Columnist” for MTC, and 
“Seminar,” for which Caparelliotis recently hired cast re-
placements Jeff Goldblum, Justin Long, and Zoe Lister-Jones. 

“I have a lot of satisfaction in my career, and I’ve had the 
opportunity to work with a lot of great people on a lot of 
great things,” Caparelliotis says. “I actually feel like if I were 
to give it all up and go open up a cupcake shop on the Cape, 
I’d be fine. I have achieved wonderful things.” <
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David Caparelliotis Likes to Learn
David Caparelliotis, casting director for Manhattan Theatre Club and MelCap Casting, discusses 
his accidental career
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C ongratulations, you got the part! The character ex-
periences the gamut of the human condition: love, 
hate, pride, etc. It’s wonderful on paper, but there’s 

a problem: An actor is prejudiced against the experiences 
and emotions she is responsible for conveying through 
the character. We are taught to validate some experiences 
while invalidating others—“Women are to be seen and 
not heard,” “Men don’t cry.” This is just one example 

of an “actor trap,” a phrase I’ve coined after close to 20 
years as the exclusive  New York  instructor of the  Eric 
Morris System.

How do you experience shame, love, or 
murderous rage through the character if 
you reject them in your own life?  Many ac-
tors act, try to “be someone else.” The limitation here, be-
sides being impossible, is you’re divorcing yourself from re-
ality in some attempt to create reality. The circumstances of 
the play are fictional, but the actor’s job is to bring reality 
to them.  

The “trapped” actor says, “ ‘I am’ is not enough.  I need 
to be more.”  However, if you’re shut down to experienc-
ing an uncomfortable aspect of life, you can’t expect to 
be open to it in front of a camera or onstage.  Then the 
domino effect of another actor trap begins:  The actor be-
lieves she cannot deliver organically, and she tries to reach 
an emotion rather than reacting to the stimuli in the scene. 
The focus then becomes  result-driven and not  reaction-
driven.  “I hope I can cry at the end of Act 2,” she says to 

herself.  When was the last time you were 
going to a party and thought, “Gee, if Mike 
talks about his  wife leaving him, I hope I 

can show him compassion by crying”? Most people will do 
anything to run from uncomfortable experiences.  Just go 
to your local pharmacy, and you’ll see more than a thou-
sand drugs that stop you from feeling. Our job as actors 

A Common ‘Actor Trap’
Divorcing from reality in an attempt to create reality
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